Subplate neurons are the first cortical neurons to respond to sensory stimuli
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In utero experience, such as maternal speech in humans, can shape later perception, although the underlying cortical substrate is unknown. In adult mammals, ascending thalamocortical projections target layer 4, and the onset of sensory responses in the cortex is thought to be dependent on the onset of thalamocortical transmission to layer 4 as well as the ear and eye opening. In developing animals, thalamic fibers do not target layer 4 but instead target subplate neurons deep in the developing white matter. We investigated if subplate neurons respond to sensory stimuli. Using electrophysiological recordings in young ferrets, we show that auditory cortex neurons respond to sound at very young ages, even before the opening of the ears. Single unit recordings showed that auditory responses emerged first in cortical subplate neurons. Subsequently, responses appeared in the future thalamocortical input layer 4, and sound-evoked spike latencies were longer in layer 4 than in subplate, consistent with the known relay of thalamic information to layer 4 by subplate neurons. Electrode array recordings show that early auditory responses demonstrate a nascent topographic organization, suggesting that topographic maps emerge before the onset of spiking responses in layer 4. Together our results show that sound-evoked activity and topographic organization of the cortex emerge earlier and in a different layer than previously thought. Thus, early sound experience can activate and potentially sculpt subplate circuits before permanent thalamocortical circuits to layer 4 are present, and disruption of this early sensory activity could be utilized for early diagnosis of developmental disorders.

Significance

Sensory experience can shape brain connectivity and later perception. Such sensory experience can occur during the prenatal period, as evidenced by the newborn humans’ preference for maternal speech (1–3), which likely is due to in utero experience of the mother’s voice. The preference for maternal speech and species-specific voices is disrupted in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) (4–8), and disruption in early sensory-evoked activity might predict the emergence of developmental disorders (9). This raises the question of when sensory-evoked activity arises in the cerebral cortex and which specific neural circuits are responsive to sensory stimuli at the earliest ages.

Sensory stimuli are processed in primary sensory cortices, and these cortices contain large-scale maps of sensory stimuli properties—for example, tonotopic maps in the auditory cortex (ACX) or ocular dominance columns in the visual cortex (VCX). These maps are formed by patterned projections from the thalamus to layer 4 (L4) and can be sculpted by sensory experience during the postnatal critical period (10–16). In adults, L4 neurons are the target of thalamocortical (TC) axons and are thought to be the locus of the emergence of sensory responses and functional organization; thus, studies of the emergence and influence of experience have focused on L4 and beyond (10–16). However, during early development, the ingrowing TC axons do not innervate L4 directly. Instead of growing into L4, TC axons grow into and synapse within the future white matter and excite the earlier-born subplate neurons (SPNs), which in turn project to L4 (17–21) (Fig. 1A). Thus, there is a period during which thalamic information is relayed to L4 via SPNs, and this period lasts from days in rodents to several weeks in humans (17), raising the possibility that sensory responses and topographic organization might emerge earlier and in a different layer, SP, than thought. Such an early emergence of sensory responses might provide a substrate for early experience-dependent plasticity, for example, that could underlie the preference of newborn humans for maternal speech.

SPNs are a key part of the developing TC and intracortical circuits during this early developmental period, which lasts at least to around birth in cat VCX and during the first 10 postnatal (P) days in mouse ACX (17, 22–25). Removal of SPNs prevents development of both TC and intracortical circuits, indicating that SPNs are essential for cortical development (17, 22, 23, 26) and SPN malfunction has been implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders (21, 27). Sensory experience during the critical period, when thalamic afferents innervate L4, can sculpt L4 circuits and beyond (13–16, 24), but the existence of thalamic inputs to SPNs raises the possibility that sensory stimuli can activate SPNs before L4 becomes active.

In altricial animals (animals born in an inchoate state), the onset of thalamic transmission to L4 coincides with ear opening (24); thus, sound experience before the ears open might activate and influence cortical circuits at early ages. Indeed, early sound-evoked activity is present at lower stages of auditory processing. Ear canals in domestic cats open at ~1 wk of age, and cortical recordings show that early auditory responses demonstrate a nascent topographic organization, suggesting that topographic maps emerge before the onset of spiking responses in layer 4. Together our results show that sound-evoked activity and topographic organization of the cortex emerge earlier and in a different layer than previously thought. Thus, early sound experience can activate and potentially sculpt subplate circuits before permanent thalamocortical circuits to layer 4 are present, and disruption of this early sensory activity could be utilized for early diagnosis of developmental disorders.

Sensory experience, even at prenatal periods, can shape brain connectivity. Thus, the emergence of sensory responses is a key step in cortical development. Sensory cortical responses are thought to emerge in cortical layer 4, which is the adult target of thalamic projections. However, in developing animals, thalamic fibers do not target layer 4 but instead target subplate neurons in the white matter. We show that subplate neurons respond to sounds before layer 4 is activated by thalamic axons. Moreover, early local field potential (LFP) responses demonstrate nascent topographic organization. Together we find that sound-evoked cortical activity and topographic organization emerge in a different layer than thought. Since subplate circuits are disrupted in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) models, disrupted emergence of sensory activity could be utilized for diagnosis and intervention.
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responses have been shown in the middle layers of ACX from P8 onwards (28). However, sound-evoked responses are present in the cochlea around birth (29), in cochlear nucleus by P4 (30–32), and in the inferior colliculus from P6 (33) (Fig. 1A), raising the potential that immature ACX can respond to sound as well. In the visual system, recordings in young ferrets revealed responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and VCX to visual stimulation through the closed eyelids at ~P20 [eyes open at ~P32 ~ P11 cat (34)] (Fig. 1A) (35, 36). Thus, sensory information can be accessible to the brain at early ages, but the laminar emergence of sensory responses is unknown. Since SPNs are the first target of thalamic axons, we investigated in ferrets if early sound exposure can activate SPNs in ACX.

Fig. 1. Sound-evoked field potentials in the developing ferret ACX. (A) Schematic of changing TC and SP circuits. At young ages, SP receives thalamic input and projects to the CP, specifically L4 (17, 18, 24). Ears are closed at this early stage (gray shading). Later in development, TC afferents innervate CP and SPNs receive inputs from the CP (17, 23, 24). Ears are open at this stage (white ear). Developmental timeline below shows events and published responses in ferret and cat. Horizontal dashed arrow shows that our data show cortical responses close to the onset of cochlear function. (B) LFP traces in response to sounds (green shading) at P22 and P34 in SP and CP.

Results
To test the possibility that SPN neurons in ACX respond to sounds at young ages, we used in vivo electrophysiological recordings in anesthetized neonatal ferrets (n = 48 animals; P21–P37) (Fig. 1A). Ferrets are similar in cortical organization to cats but are much more immature at birth [P8 cat ~ P29 ferret (34); Fig. 1A]. Sound-evoked responses in ferrets have been shown to emerge in the middle and superficial ACX as early as P33, and tonotopic maps can be delineated by P36 (37). Multielectrode array (MEA) recordings (16 channels, 2 × 8 electrode linear array, 250 μm spacing) were sequentially obtained from the midcortical plate (CP) (459 ± 102 μm, putative L4, n = 1,360 recordings in 85 tracks) and deep cortical locations (958 ± 208 μm, putative subplate, SP, n = 1,376 recordings in 86 tracks) (Fig. S1). We detected sound-evoked local field potentials (LFPs) in 2,519/2,736 recordings across all ages. Varying the frequency and level of the presented sounds to map the frequency response area (FRA) showed that LFPs could show frequency selectivity (Fig. S1). LFPs were oscillatory and longer lasting in young animals than in older animals (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1). Thus, while prior work in cats demonstrated neuronal responses in ACX at P8 (~P29 in ferret) (28), our results show that sound-evoked responses in ACX are present at much earlier ages, suggesting that ascending pathways to the cortex are present at these ages. In particular, our recordings show responses in both the deep and midcortical layers.

To identify which neurons contributed to the sound-evoked LFP, we isolated single units from both deep and superficial recording sites (n = 177 cells) (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2). Sound-responsive single units were present in SP as early as P21 and in CP by P25 (Fig. 2B and Fig. S2). Together these recordings show that SPNs are the first neurons responsive to sound in the ACX.

Having established the existence of sound-driven spiking neurons in both layers, we next compared the properties of sound-evoked responses. White matter stimulation in slices shows a sequential activation of SPN and L4 due to the relay of thalamic activity from SPN to L4 before thalamic axons drive L4 (17, 18, 24). We thus compared sound-evoked spiking latencies in SPN and CP neurons. Spiking latencies are shorter in SPNs than in CP before P35 (Fig. 2C), consistent with a role of SPNs in relaying sensory information to CP at young ages (17, 18, 24) (Fig. 1A). To compare the fidelity of the sound-evoked response, we analyzed the sound-evoked spike trains from SPNs and CP neurons. Before ear opening, SPNs show lower variability in their spike trains (Fig. 3A) and encode sound-level changes with higher fidelity than CP neurons (Fig. 3B). Thus, at early ages, sound stimuli are first and best encoded by cortical SPNs and not L4 neurons. Together our data show that SPNs are the first neurons in ACX to respond to sound. While SPN responses are largely transient, the evoked oscillations (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1) persist for a time period, suggesting that either a population of SPNs are activated at varying latencies or that spiking SPNs drive an intrinsic oscillatory circuit. Nevertheless, we likely underestimated the number of responsive cells due to anesthesia (38) and limitations of electrophysiological recordings in young animals due to lack of myelination, which makes cell isolation more difficult. Therefore, it is possible that SPNs respond to sounds at even earlier ages. In addition, the lack of sound-driven spiking responses in CP before P25 while LFPs were present in CP at these ages suggests that sound-driven LFPs in CP reflect synaptic inputs from SPNs.

The existence of early sound-evoked responses in ACX raised the question of whether a nascent topographic organization of sound features exists. Adult ACX shows a tonotopic organization of frequency preference due to topographic TC projections to L4 that establish local similarity of frequency tuning preference.
Since no CPNs responded at P21 (< 0.01), fraction of responsive and unresponsive CPNs and SPNs. Gray shading indicates when ears were closed. Numbers indicate recorded cells at each age and group. (C) First spike latencies (mean ± SD) to sounds for SPNs and CPNs. CPN latencies were adult-like by P35 (79). **P < 0.001. Since no CPNs responded at P21–P24, no latency could be measured.

Together our in vivo recordings in ferret show that sound stimuli at early ages through the closed ears trigger neural activity in ACX and that this activity as well as its topographic organization occurs first in SP and not in L4.

**Discussion**

Our results show that acoustic stimuli activate young cortical neurons, especially SPNs, before responses in L4 can be detected. Moreover, we find that a nascent topographic organization is present from an early age. These results suggest that sensory-evoked cortical activity and organization emerge in a different layer than previously appreciated. While both circuit maturation (e.g., lack of direct TC inputs to L4 at young ages) and cellular maturation (e.g., numbers of ion channels) can contribute to later laminar differences in response to strength and reliability, refinement of connectivity likely underlies the differences in tonotopy.

In adults, besides the dominant projection to L4, thalamic fibers innervate deep cortical neurons, setting up parallel pathways (42). Since some SPNs remain into adulthood and become integrated into layer 6 (17, 20), the responding neurons we find here could be “future” thalamorecipient layer 6 neurons consistent with morphological similarities between SPNs and layer 6b neurons (43). Thus, our results suggest that topographic maps in deep cortical layers precede those in the middle and superficial layers. Deep cortical layers in adults are also targets of TC inputs and might form a parallel processing stream to the L4-initiated superficial stream (42). Our results suggest that this potential parallel path emerges earlier in development. Since SPNs project to L4 (18, 20), a remnant of this projection might ensure the synchrony of these two streams.

In early development, peripheral spontaneous activity is crucial for the establishment of ascending circuits (44–51), while at later ages, specifically after opening of the eyes and ears, sensory experience refines this nascent architecture (16, 52). The earlier sound-evoked activity we describe possibly interacts with spontaneously generated activity, and manipulations of early spontaneous activity may also alter processing of early auditory stimuli.

The onset of the classic critical period in L4 coincides with the maturation of TC connections to L4. Therefore, we delineate an
Although closed ear canals in altricial animals muffle sounds, we show that sounds can activate the cortex. Similarly, auditory experience in a human fetus is attenuated by the womb but can lead to a preference for maternal voice in newborns (1–3). In prenatal humans, auroprapebral reflexes to sound emerge in the 20th gestational week, indicating that the cochlea and reflex circuits are functioning (54). However, auditory thresholds are also higher because sounds are attenuated by the uterus (55). Additionally, both external sounds and maternal heartbeats can elicit fetal magnetoencephalographic (MEG) responses (56–65), but due to the nature of MEG, a laminar source could not be identified. Moreover, because MEG is a population measure, it is likely that individual neural responses emerge earlier.

Due to the attenuation by the uterus or closed ears, only certain stimuli will activate cortical circuits. While rhythmic sounds (e.g., heartbeats) might lead to attenuated responses due to synaptic depression, nonrhythmic sounds such as maternal or pup vocalization might elicit SPN responses and could therefore drive network plasticity. Indeed, our results show that SPNs could have single-peaked or multipeaked FRAs. Multipeaked FRAs are seen in adult A1 of many species and might underlie processing of harmonic stimuli—for example, vocalizations (66–69). Our results reveal that the sensory activity emerges in a sequential fashion and that SPNs are the earliest responsive neurons. SPNs are present in all sensory systems. While the maturational time courses differ between sensory systems, it is likely that early sensory experiences of other modalities also activate SPNs in the respective cortical areas. SPNs are also present in other neocortical areas, but the function of SPNs in these areas has not been explored.

Since SPN malfunction has been implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders, such as ASDs (21, 27), changes in the early sensory-evoked activity might underlie the functional deficits in speech preference and perception in ASDs (4–8) and could be utilized for early diagnosis and intervention (7, 9, 70).

Materials and Methods

Detailed methods can be found in SI Materials and Methods.

All procedures were approved by the University of Maryland College Park Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). All ferrets were obtained from Marshall Farms. Ferret kits (n = 48) of both sexes were anesthetized, and a small craniotomy (>2 mm) was made above the ACK. Extracellular electrode arrays (MEAs) (6 MΩ impedance; Microprobe) were inserted into A1, orthogonally to the cortical surface, using a motorized manipulator (MP285; Sutter Instruments). Recording locations were categorized as being in the CP (L4) if they were recorded in midcortical locations ∼300–700 µm from pia and putative SPNs if they were recorded >700 to >1,000 µm from pia based on histology (71–73) (Fig. S1).

Electrode signals were amplified and digitized using a 32-channel recording system (Neuralynx Cheetah). All stimuli were generated using a computer-controlled digital signal processor (RX6; Tucker-Davis Technologies, TDT), attenuated (PAS; TDT), and presented using a power amplifier (Crown) and high-output speakers (Fostex). Spike sorting was carried out using a standard model of unsupervised clustering, and significant neuronal responses were identified using a binless algorithm, following which standard metrics were calculated (74). Cells were classified as driven if their firing rate was at least 2 SDs above the mean of the distribution of spontaneous rates for the population of cells. A multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) was used to assign neural responses to individual stimuli according to intensity (74).

For simultaneous laminar recordings in CP and SP, custom electrodes (2–6 MΩ impedance; Microprobe) consisting of two rows of either eight or two electrodes per row with the rows staggered in depth by 600 µm were used to record LFP signals. Coherence was calculated using a multitaper method (75–77) essentially as the normalized cross-correlation in frequency domain. Mean coherence was calculated across all stimuli, all electrodes (grouped by deep or shallow), and across penetrations.

LFP-driven activity was measured by z scoring stimulus interval activity relative to LFP variance measured during the 5-s prestimulus interval, which allowed for the inclusion of both long latency slow oscillation responses and
more adult-like LFP responses (78). The similarity of simultaneously recorded LFP FRAs was measured as the Cd between z-scored LFP responses at each FRA stimulus (frequency and sound level):

\[ C_d = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{(x_i - \mu_i)^2 + (x_i - \mu_i')^2}{(x_i - \mu_i) - (x_i' - \mu_i')}} \]

where \( x_i \) and \( x_i' \) are the z-scored LFP FRAs obtained by the same sound frequency and level combinations for the pairs of electrodes \( s \) and \( t \). Cd can vary between 0 and 2, with 1 indicating no correlation, 0 indicating perfect correlation, and 2 indicating anticorrelation.

Results are plotted as means ± SD unless otherwise indicated. Populations are compared with a rank sum or Student’s t test (based on Lilliefors test for normality) unless indicated otherwise.
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